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in two different times in two different
places and under differing circumstances is represented by the two
pieces selected for this edition the first an interesting letter written
by an early convert albert brown reflects the optimism that
mormons in the kirtland area around 1835 of
characterized many cormons
special interest are his comments on the egyptian mummies obtained
by byjoseph
joseph smith but the letter is also significant because the writers
humble spirit as well as his comments on mormon expectations for
the future are no doubt typical of the most faithful saints at the time
the second item is derived from a very important study of mormon publication efforts outside the united states david J whit
takers introductory essay concerning jesse havens publications in
south africa provides an enlightening view of one aspect of missionary work in the 1850s the document that follows is especially
important in that it represents what at least one prominent missionary considered to be the most essential doctrines for the church to
present to the world in that period the reader will notice a few indifferences when these doctrines are compared with present
teresting
te
day teachings but the consistency in spirit between this document of
1853 and things being taught today is also remarkable
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